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NSL Analytical Receives a Renewal of their Nadcap Accreditation for the Analytical Laboratories
July 18, 2018 - Cleveland, Ohio: NSL Analytical Services, Inc., an independent commercial testing
laboratory, received renewed accreditation for Nadcap, a prestigious designation for the quality and
competence of its services specific to the aerospace and defense industries.
"The Chemistry Laboratory accreditation recognizes our testing competence of Analytical Testing in
everything we do," said Larry Somrack, President. “Our commitment to quality and continuous
improvement has made our accreditation of Nadcap a cornerstone of TRUST for our clients. We are
proud of our chemists in passing the audit without any findings."
The renewed accreditation certificate from Nadcap is now available for download from the NSL Analytical
website. http://www.nslanalytical.com/accreditations
What is Nadcap? Nadcap (National Aerospace and Defense Contractors Accreditation Program), a
division of SAE, is an unprecedented cooperative industry effort to improve quality, while reducing costs,
throughout the aerospace and defense industries. This is an industry-managed approach to conformity
assessment of 'special processes' that brings together technical experts from prime contractors, suppliers
and representatives from government to work together and establish requirements for approval of
suppliers using a standardized approach. Unlike traditional third party programs, Nadcap approval is
granted based upon industry prime subscriber consensus.
As part of accreditation, a laboratory's quality management system (QMS) is thoroughly evaluated and all
accredited tests are observed by an auditor on a regular basis to ensure continued technical competence
and compliance with Nadcap. NSL’s QMS is available by requesting it at
http://www.nslanalytical.com/quality-system-manual
About NSL Analytical Services, Inc.
A worldwide leader in analytical testing, NSL Analytical Services, Inc. is an Independent Commercial
Testing Laboratory specializing in Inorganic Elemental Chemical Analysis, Metallurgical and
Microscopy Evaluations, Polymer Materials Testing and Metal Powder Evaluations. NSL Analytical
helps customers achieve the highest standards of product quality from design to launch by providing
accurate, reliable and repeatable materials testing results through Trust, Technology and Turnaround. For
more information, visit http://www.nslanalytical.com
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